Welcome to the Deutsches Museum. In the more than 30 exhibitions covering 25,000 square metres of floor space, you’ll find a wealth of masterpieces of science and technology – more than you can see in a day. We’ve put together a few highlights that should not be missed.

**KIDS’ KINGDOM**

From a block and tackle that kids can try out for themselves to a giant guitar and a ball-track arena: In our Kids’ Kingdom, young researchers aged 3–8, accompanied by parents, can explore and expand their understanding of the world through fun and games. In the workshop area we also offer exciting courses for kids and families.

Opening times 9:00 – 16:45

**TOURS**

Are you making your first visit to the Deutsches Museum? Then we can recommend a general tour. The two-hour tour costs just EUR 3.00 on top of the admission price. Tour tickets are available at the information desk in the entrance hall. In addition, many free tours and demonstrations are offered in the various sections every day (Red Dot tours). The daily schedules are available in the entrance hall.

Do you want to explore the museum on your own? We’ve put together three recommended tours, each lasting about two hours, that will give you a look at some of the museum’s highlights. You can combine the tours any way you wish.

**TOUR 1**

- **MINE**
  - Level -1
  - Duration: 45 minutes

- **HIGH VOLTAGE DISPLAY**
  - Level 0
  - Duration: 30 minutes

- **MARINE NAVIGATION**
  - Level 0
  - Duration: 30 minutes

- **OCEANOGRAPHY**
  - Level -1
  - Duration: 15 minutes

**TOUR 2**

- **SPECIAL EXHIBITION »ENERGY.TRANSITIONS«**
  - Level 1
  - Duration: 45 minutes
  - Accessible via the connecting walkway

- **MICROSCOPY THEATRE**
  - In the Centre for New Technologies
  - Level 0
  - Duration: 40 minutes
  - Demonstrations: 12:00, 15:00

- **PHARMACEUTICS**
  - Level 1
  - Duration: 20 minutes

**TOUR 3**

- **SPECIAL TICKET**
  - Level 0
  - Duration: 30 minutes

- **PLANETARIUM**
  - Level 6
  - Duration: 30 minutes
  - Demonstrations: 12:00, 14:00

- **COMPUTERS**
  - Level 3
  - Duration: 30 minutes

- **HISTORIC AVIATION**
  - Level 1
  - Duration: 30 minutes

**HUNGRY?**

**SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT**
Access via the main staircase to the right after the entrance or with the lift from the picnic area.

- **Warm meals**
  - 11:00 – 15:00

- **In school holidays**
  - 11:00 – 16:00

**CAFÉ IN THE CENTRE FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES**
Coffee, cakes, sandwiches and drinks.

Opening times 10:00 – 16:15

For exceptions, see: www.deutsches-museum.de
MINING
Our display mine will take you on an exciting journey through mining technology from the 16th century up to the present day. The realistic, three-level mock-up will give you an impressive sense of the atmosphere experienced by miners working below ground. We regret that the mine is not barrier-free.

LEVEL -1 45 MIN

PHARMACEUTICS
How do medications work? How are new drugs developed? Enter the 350,000:1-scale walk-in cell. And don’t miss our historical monastery pharmacy!

LEVEL 1 20 MIN

MARINE NAVIGATION & OCEANOGRAPHY
The two big ships, the »Maria« ketch-rigged fishing vessel, and the »Renzo« tugboat, situated right after the entrance hall, can’t be missed. If you take the stairs down from here, you’ll see the biggest and heaviest exhibit in the Deutsches Museum: the first German U-boat »U1«, from 1906, along with research submarines and early atmospheric diving suits. Level -1 does not have barrier-free access.

LEVEL 0 AND -1 45 MIN

HISTORIC AVIATION
The Wright Flyer – known as the world’s first mass-produced plane – was brought to Germany by the Wright brothers for demonstration flights. Along with exciting stories about the dream of flying, you’ll see the authentic replica of the glider Otto Lilienthal built for his first experimental flights.

LEVEL 1 30 MIN

CENTRE FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES
MICROSCOPY
THEATRE
In our demonstrations with the new electron microscope, we examine micro-organisms and explore the fascinating world of the microcosmos.

Demonstrations 12:00 15:00
LEVEL 0 40 MIN

SPECIAL EXHIBITION
ENERGY. TRANSITIONS
Sustainability, cost-effectiveness and even social justice – these issues all arise in connection with the energy turnaround. In a multimedia game, you become a decision maker on the pros and cons of various ways of generating energy. Find out which »energy type« you are.

Demonstrations 11:00 14:00 16:00
LEVEL 1 45 MIN

COMPUTERS
Konrad Zuse, a founding father of computer technology, developed the first freely programmable, fully automatic computer. In our exhibition you can see an original Zuse Z4, a working replica of the Zuse Z3, and the legendary Enigma encryption machine – along with many other computers from the time when computers still took up entire rooms.

LEVEL 1 30 MIN

HIGH VOLTAGE DISPLAY
The high voltage demonstration is an unforgettable experience for the whole family. See the Faraday cage with thunder and lightning. It’s a show that shouldn’t be missed! But be prepared: Things can get loud!

Demonstrations 11:00 12:30 14:00 15:30
LEVEL 1 45 MIN

LEVEL 0 20 MIN

PLANETARIUM
Our new planetarium will show you the stars in ways that you can never experience them in reality. The full-dome show takes you on a journey through time and interstellar space where you’ll feel like a passenger in a spaceship. Purchase tickets at least 15 minutes in advance at the information desk in the entrance hall. Suitable for children six years of age and older.

Demonstrations 12:00 14:00
LEVEL 6 30 MIN

LEVLE 0 20 MIN

LEVEL 3 30 MIN

SITE MAP

Planetaryrium
Please purchase tickets at least 15 minutes in advance at the information desk in the entrance hall.
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